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July 26th AGM Meeting 
 
Budget- 
*Asked if there were any questions about it. (None were asked) 
Minutes 
*Discussed Brittany to keep track of minutes 
Website  
*The website for the AGM has been put on the FHANA website. You  
can make reservations directly from the site. Overview of the event 
is on the website. Please review and look at it to see if there are any 
changes to be made  
Offsite Activities 
*Clinicians - discussed how we would rotate groups. Each one 30-45  
minutes long. 
*Need to get information about Braiding Clinician- Lea 
* Lea discussed sending a list of names to Jason of people to ride  
for the clinicians - Lea to follow up with that 
*Talked about the opening ceremony- Lea’s western dressage rider  
to do the American Flag and Brittany to do the Dutch flag 
*Discussed maybe doing a tribute for Frank Leyendekker during the 
opening ceremony for all he did contributing to the Friesian horse 
*Lea is working on off-site entertainment activities 
-discussed maybe getting a youth rider for this too 
-costumes-Brittany 
-western dressage 
-Lea presenting upper-level dressage performance 
-needing a horse for driving entertainment?  
-talked about how we would have each participant in this 
do a short intro before each thing 
*Matthew- mentioned Felix Santana may be able to come do  
something for the entertainment- Matthew to contact Lea about this 
*Discussed having Jenny to discuss the IBOP/Driving during 
her clinic? 
*Bios were primarily for main speakers but we discussed having it for  
all those apart of these offsite activities 
Volunteers 
*Need to establish a budget for volunteers - priority 
*Figure out what to do for volunteers- t-shirts? Food? Water?  
*Figure out how many volunteers are needed 
*Jason discussed the possibility of waiving fees for some those  
helping in the committee - to be determined 
Lunch 
*Joan- nothing has progressed for food truck. Discussed back up 
plan of boxed lunches 
Sponsorship 
*Go to local clubs to get support 
*Matthew- Discussed pitching to FMC for sponsorship 
*Sponsorships so far- Black Pearl Friesians, Iron Spring Farm,  
Extreme Supplements 
*Need to work on getting more sponsorships- can even be products  
or gift certificates 
Round Table Discussion 
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*Lea discussed stabling options 
*Volunteer discussion- notes in volunteer section above 
*Stallions were brought up and Jason said this is part of the 
sponsorship pitch 
*Next meeting Tentative Date- August 25  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


